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Secondary School Mark Secondary School Mark 
Submission AlternativesSubmission Alternatives

►►Currently Principals and Teachers are Currently Principals and Teachers are 
beginning to look for electronic filing beginning to look for electronic filing 
methods for marks. methods for marks. 

►►We would like to convince you that We would like to convince you that 
there is a way for teachers to there is a way for teachers to 
electronically submit marks without electronically submit marks without 
changing their existing mark changing their existing mark 
management techniques.management techniques.

►►An alternative is…An alternative is…
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GenesisGenesis
►► EasyBubble was created to find the bestEasyBubble was created to find the best** alternative for alternative for 

mark entry into SAS mark entry into SAS 
►► BestBest**; defined to be:; defined to be:

Intuitive & Friendly; requiring minimal trainingIntuitive & Friendly; requiring minimal training
Able to be used seamlessly with all existing Teacher mark Able to be used seamlessly with all existing Teacher mark 
management styles to affect electronic marks submission to SASmanagement styles to affect electronic marks submission to SAS
No financial investment or technical changes to existing processNo financial investment or technical changes to existing processeses

►► Currently:Currently:
Bubble Sheets: Potential of over 2400 little circles to be bubblBubble Sheets: Potential of over 2400 little circles to be bubbled for ed for 
3 classes 3 classes 
MarkBook: Very restrictive and preMarkBook: Very restrictive and pre--structured method of comment structured method of comment 
selection with the potential for synchronization problems, requiselection with the potential for synchronization problems, requiring ring 
all teachers to convert to this proprietary marks manager prograall teachers to convert to this proprietary marks manager program.m.
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Goals of EasyBubbleGoals of EasyBubble

►►Ease of use; Intuitive in natureEase of use; Intuitive in nature
►►Mimic existing Teacher techniquesMimic existing Teacher techniques
►►Ability to enter a semester’s classes quickly Ability to enter a semester’s classes quickly 

and easily with reduced RSI potential and easily with reduced RSI potential ☺☺;;
►►Intuitive real time teacher access to the Intuitive real time teacher access to the 

entire comment databaseentire comment database
►►Seamlessly integrate with existing SAS Seamlessly integrate with existing SAS 

procedures (SAS Manual Ref: 8procedures (SAS Manual Ref: 8--17 & 817 & 8--18)18)
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Primary Ideas of EasyBubblePrimary Ideas of EasyBubble
►► Fully searchableFully searchable YRDSB comment bankYRDSB comment bank

Many teachers are restricted in their comment use due to their Many teachers are restricted in their comment use due to their 
limited ability to access and search over 4500 existing commentslimited ability to access and search over 4500 existing comments..

►► Creation of a “Favourites” listCreation of a “Favourites” list
maintained by the teacher, containing their most commonly used maintained by the teacher, containing their most commonly used 
commentscomments

►► Spreadsheet type interfaceSpreadsheet type interface
providing the freedom to navigate through a class without providing the freedom to navigate through a class without 
restrictionrestriction

►► Stamp & PickupStamp & Pickup
allow for efficient comment entryallow for efficient comment entry

►► Initial ValuesInitial Values
allow for targeted initial settings to be applied to studentsallow for targeted initial settings to be applied to students

►► ErrorError--freefree eFileeFile submissions; strong GUI data checkingsubmissions; strong GUI data checking
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A Two Step ProcessA Two Step Process

►►Step 1: (Anytime prior to mark reporting)Step 1: (Anytime prior to mark reporting)
Search the comment bank and create and Search the comment bank and create and 
organize a “Favourites” files.organize a “Favourites” files.
A teacher can have several “Favourites” files for A teacher can have several “Favourites” files for 
different courses or departments.different courses or departments.

►►Step 2: (Just before marks are due)Step 2: (Just before marks are due)
Obtain accurate class lists from SAS, enter the Obtain accurate class lists from SAS, enter the 
marks, comments and learning skills, and marks, comments and learning skills, and eFileeFile
their classes back to SAS.their classes back to SAS.
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CommentComment SelectionSelection

MarkbookMarkbook

EasyBubbleEasyBubble
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Comment EntryComment Entry

MarkbookMarkbook

EasyBubbleEasyBubble
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Learning Skills EntryLearning Skills Entry

MarkbookMarkbook

EasyBubbleEasyBubble
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EasyBubble EasyBubble eFileeFile VerificationVerification
EasyBubble will
reconcile and
synchronize 
Teacher classes
during the eFile
process against
the latest SAS
Class information
available for the
current reporting
period.

EasyBubble will
only eFile a class
that has been
properly prepared.

EasyBubble eFile will provide the Teacher with an easy to read final report of their
Class file for review and verification.
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EasyBubble Comment UpdaterEasyBubble Comment Updater
EasyBubble’s
EBCommentBank
has had all of 
its comments 
categorized
according to 
existing categories.

Using this utility,
it is possible to 
modify this Bank
to suit your
school’s needs.

Using this utility,
it is possible to 
synchronize  your
EBCommentBank with the official SAS Comment Bank each reporting period to ensure
accuracy and consistency with SAS.
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EasyBubble TimelinesEasyBubble Timelines
SAS Secretary to prepare for mark reporting period by scheduling
Entry Sheet Printing from the Board and 8-17 SAS Procedures online.

SAS Secretary creates two files from SAS using 8-17 Instructions.
These files are given to the Teacher Site Administrator. 

Teacher Site Administrator to copy these files on to designated school
network folders to prepare EasyBubble for the current reporting cycle.

Teacher Site Administrator to update the EBCommentBank

Lead Mentor Teacher provides local assistance in the use of EasyBubble.

Teachers generate their EB Class Lists and eFile their courses.
Email, Floppy Disk or the school’s network could be used to 

transfer eFiled courses to their SAS Secretary.

SAS Secretary acquires eFiled courses using established procedures
outlined in the SAS Manual 8-18.
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